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“Nothing more than nothing can be said.”
 John Cage

“I can’t go on, I’ll go on.”
 Samuel Beckett
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These poems represent the stubborn facts of consciousness and 
of body, through the gossamer of words, and through the carna-
lity of the alphabet.

All of the images in this book were constructed using charac-
ters of Latin script in Bauhaus font. The torsos and the legs of 
most of the humanoids are generally represented by the letter 
Y, usually inverted, their heads represented by the letter O. 
Thus, there is a question and an exclamation embedded in each 
of them. Thus, there is doubleness between materiality and its 
tangential connotative implications. 

And then there is the text, appearing, generally, beneath the 
images, like captions, but sometimes embedded among the ima-
ges, or sometimes in place of the images. Through the text, there 
is the suggestion of narrative, of action unfolding in linear time, 
of signification. It is an expression of delusion propagated by the 
limitations of our perceptual organs. It is also an expression of 
the delusion of meaning.

The characters in this world did not ask for their predicaments. 
They did not ask for the nature of their compositions. Yet they 
respond to those predicaments given the nature of their com-
positions. This is how it goes in the half-light of a fading free 
will. Some are tortured, some torture, some are indifferent, and 
others are ecstatic. Energy coalesces, is expended. This is how it 
goes in the half-light of a fading free will.

Andrew Brenza, April 2, 2019     
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”Andrew Brenza engineers a series of moments rendered in ”Andrew Brenza engineers a series of moments rendered in 
the visual dimension that complement a narrative string of the visual dimension that complement a narrative string of 
language. The very title, language. The very title, Automatic SoulsAutomatic Souls, suggests a systems , suggests a systems 
view of humanity on earth, as confirmed by the afterword, view of humanity on earth, as confirmed by the afterword, 
posing the issue of ’half-light of a fading free will.’posing the issue of ’half-light of a fading free will.’

Visual rhetoric and pure language coalesce in guiding the Visual rhetoric and pure language coalesce in guiding the 
trusting viewer/reader forward as s/he is dazzled by the purity trusting viewer/reader forward as s/he is dazzled by the purity 
and simplicity of recognition. Brenza allows himself to learn and simplicity of recognition. Brenza allows himself to learn 
from a blended art that far transcends mere à priori intention. from a blended art that far transcends mere à priori intention. 
Both interior and exterior realities show through. We are Both interior and exterior realities show through. We are 
connected and we are seen, and we are here.connected and we are seen, and we are here.

I don’t have to try to admire Andrew Brenza’s work. I cannot I don’t have to try to admire Andrew Brenza’s work. I cannot 
help it.”help it.”
– Sheila E. Murphy– Sheila E. Murphy

”This feral alphabet is organisms under microscope, scowling ”This feral alphabet is organisms under microscope, scowling 
planet face in viewfinder, weaponized meat machine, cartoon, planet face in viewfinder, weaponized meat machine, cartoon, 
cave painting, the best translation of the sun, a sacred text cave painting, the best translation of the sun, a sacred text 
stretched across morning window, bloody. It doesn’t change stretched across morning window, bloody. It doesn’t change 
anything. It’s everything changing.”anything. It’s everything changing.”
– Michael Sikkema, author of You’ve Got a Pretty Hellmouth– Michael Sikkema, author of You’ve Got a Pretty Hellmouth

”In ”In Automatic SoulsAutomatic Souls, Andrew Benza reveals the hidden tra-, Andrew Benza reveals the hidden tra-
gedies in our typefaces. Here Bauhaus, with its perfect circles gedies in our typefaces. Here Bauhaus, with its perfect circles 
and erotic curves, embodies a modernist existence; the search and erotic curves, embodies a modernist existence; the search 
for individuality in a mechanistic age. Each image and poem for individuality in a mechanistic age. Each image and poem 
playfully asserts a narrative, a personality, a struggle – a little playfully asserts a narrative, a personality, a struggle – a little 
light tragedy in a blaze of dirt.”light tragedy in a blaze of dirt.”
– Derek Beaulieu, author of a, A Novel and Aperture– Derek Beaulieu, author of a, A Novel and Aperture


